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From the 6th  to the 21st of December, the city of Rome resonates with  the vibrations 
of the Meditango Festival 2014, directed by Alex Cantarelli e Mimma Mercurio.

An unmissable event, celebrating its 10th edition, with many scheduled 
performances, seminars, shows, concerts and evening gala. In this brief guide you will 

find tips and useful addresses to better enjoy your stay in the Eternal City.

We welcome you to the Meditango Festival!
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FOOD

TRATTORIAS

I Maccheroncini
Via Alessandro Severo, 93

Area: San Paolo (metro B)

Average price: 25 €

Phone: 06 8902 8088

For info click here

Enoteca Regionale Palatium
Via Frattina, 96

Area: Spagna (metro A)

Average price: 35 €

Phone: 06 6920 2132

For info click here

Necci dal 1924
Via Fanfulla da Lodi, 68

Area: Pigneto (tram 19)

Average price: 30 €

Phone: 06 9760 1552 

For info click here

We like it because...
The smile of Cinzia (a tango dancer too) will 

welcome you in this characteristic restaurant. She 

will kindly serve you a variety from the classics 

Roman dishes to the fish cuisine, in a relaxed and 

informal ambient.  Seasonal menus and fresh 

products.

Right in the centre of Rome, in an area dotted with 

tourist-traps restaurants, this nice wine-bar stands 

out: regional products, traditional recipes, seasonal 

menu. Excellent for a lunch in the middle between 

a walk and another.

Open 7 days on 7 from, from breakfast to dinner. 

The expert chef Ben also prepares fresh hand-

made pasta and all the ingredients come mostly 

from Lazio and central Italy. A bistro 100% Roman.
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http://www.imaccheroncini.it/
http://www.enotecapalatium.com/
http://www.necci1924.com/a/
http://www.necci1924.com/a/
http://www.necci1924.com/a/
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FOOD 

STREET FOOD GOURMET

Tricolore Panini
Via Urbana, 126

Area: Monti (metro B Cavour)

Average price: 20 €

Phone: 06 8897 6898

For info click here

Pizzarium
Via della Meloria, 43 

Area: Cipro (metro A)

Average price: 15 €

Phone: 06 3974 5416 

Open Mon to Sat, 9:30 - 00:00

Supplizio
Via dei Banchi Vecchi, 143

Area: Centro (bus 40, 46, 62, 64)

Average price: 10 €

Phone: 06 8987 1920

For info click here

We like it because...
In our opinion here you can find the best (by far!) 

hamburger in all of Rome, as well as other delicious 

specialties, such us the corn bread with egg and 

white truffle or the rye maritozzo (sweet bread roll) 

with red onions slush, oysters and nori seaweed. 

Amazing paninis that will blow your mind!

Dough naturally leavened, high-quality ingredients 

and spectacular combinations: these are the 

characteristics of Gabriele Bonci’s pizza. Do not 

forget to taste its wonderful supplì (rice balls), which 

you will find in many different versions.

This place is known as the kingdom of fried, but the 

good-quality one! The chef Arcangelo Dandini

offers a myriad of supplì (rice ball) versions: the red 

supplì, the white supplì with the offals, fried cream, 

beef patties and stir-fried tripe, fried cutlet with 

butter and anchovies. To end you meal, there is 

nothing better than the sweets by Andrea De Bellis.

https://www.facebook.com/tricolorepanini?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Supplizio/606019969440488?fref=ts
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FOOD 

GOURMET LOW COST

Marzapane 
Via Velletri, 39

Area: Trieste (bus 63, 83, 92)

Average price: 40 €

Phone: 06 6478 1692 

For info click here

Bistrot64
Via Guglielmo Calderini, 64

Area: Flaminio (bus 89, 198, tram 2)

Average price: 40 €

Phone: 06 3235 531

For info click here

L’Asino d’Oro
Via del Boschetto, 73

Area: Monti (metro B Cavour)

Average price: pranzo 13 € (mar-sab)

Phone: 06 4891 3832

For info click here

We like it because...
The cuisine of the Spanish chef Esteve Ruiz Alba is 

creative and upscale, but what amazes the most is 

the value for money: in our opinion the best for 

gourmet food in all of Rome. The tasting menu cost 

only 30 euro. For lunch we suggest the so-called 

menu easy.

The place is walking distance from the MAXXI

(National Museum of XXI Century Arts) and from the

Auditorium, and its traditional dishes are elaborated

with creative combinations by the extraordinary

Japanese chef Kotaro Noda.

The cuisine of Lucio Sforza, awarded by the 

illustrious Gambero Rosso, starts from the Umbrian 

tradition, but veers towards creative directions. For 

lunch it offers an all inclusive menu for 13 euro, 

which varies from day to day. Don’t miss the 

creamed cauliflower, the timbale of pasta and 

bread dumplings with broccoli. The menu also 

includes appetizer, wine and water. 

http://www.marzapaneroma.com/
http://www.bistrot64.it/
https://www.facebook.com/asinodoro
http://www.fondazionemaxxi.it/
http://www.auditorium.com/
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FOOD 

GOURMET 

Stazione di Posta
Largo Dino Frisullo

Area: Ostiense (metro B Piramide)

Average price: 50 €

Phone: 06 5743 548

For info click here

Metamorfosi
Via Giovanni Antonelli, 30/32

Area: Parioli (bus 52, 168)

Average price: 100 €

Phone: 06 807 6839 

For info click here

Il Pagliaccio
Via dei Banchi Vecchi, 129/a

Area: Centro(bus 46, 63, 83)

Average price: 130 €

Phone: 06 6880 9595

For info click here

We like it because...
A not-to-miss gourmet stop in the former 

slaughterhouse of the Testaccio district. Generosity, 

technique and a Michelin star for an absolutely 

honest final bill. Reservations are recommended 

(Wednesday to Sunday is open also for lunch).

A Michelin star perhaps is not enough to describe 

the cuisine of the Colombian chef Roy Caceres: 

innovative and brilliant, the dishes are served in a 

sophisticated setting. Reservations are 

recommended (Monday to Friday is open also for 

lunch).

Anthony Genovese, a Michelin star but also a star 

of the French and Asian cuisine in Rome. His 

restaurant offers dishes prepared with extraordinary 

technique and the results are nothing less than pure 

excellence (88/100 on the Gambero Rosso guide). 

Reservations are recommended  (Wednesday to 

Saturday is open also for lunch).

http://www.stazionediposta.eu/
http://metamorfosiroma.it/
http://www.ristoranteilpagliaccio.com/
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FOOD

PIZZA

Margarì
Via Marco Vincenzo Coronelli, 30 

Area: Pigneto(tram 19)

Average price: 20 €

Phone: 06 2170 0650

For info click here

Porto Fluviale
Via del Porto Fluviale, 22

Area: Ostiense (metro B Piramide)

Average price: 30 €

Phone: 06 5743 199

For info click here

Bir & Fud
Via Benedetta, 23

Area: Trastevere (tram 19)

Average price: 30 €

Phone: 06 5894 016

For info click here

We like it because...
Outstanding Neapolitan pizza in the heart of the 

Pigneto district, accompanied by fried hot and 

crispy appetizers. The ingredients come directly 

from the Campania region and the cakes are 

handcrafted. The service is courteous and friendly.

A former industrial building of 900 square meters 

that houses not only an excellent pizzeria, but also a 

restaurant, a bar of 13 meters, a lounge and a 

corner for the street-food with access from the 

street. An optimal solution for any time of the day.

This beloved pizzeria has three characteristics that 

distinguish it: only Italian craft beer, sourdough 

leavening and delicious appetizers. An authentic 

gourmet experience with pizza.

http://www.margari.it/it/
http://www.portofluviale.com/
http://birandfud.it/
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FOOD 

ETHNIC

Mahrajah
Via dei Serpenti, 124

Area: Monti (metro B)

Average price: 30 €

Phone: 06 474 7144

For info click here

Coffee Pot
Via Michele di Lando, 20

Area: Bologna (metro B)

Average price: 30 €

Phone: 06 64220937 333 9631319

For info click here

Dao
Viale Jonio 328/330

Area: Montesacro(bus 63)

Average price: 30 €

Phone: 06 87197573

For info click here

We like it because...
The Oriental atmosphere and the delicate aroma 

of spices will welcome you in the halls of the 

Maharajah restaurant, where you can enjoy recipes 

from the authentic Indian cuisine, choosing à la 

carte or opting for one of the tasting menu. 

A new landmark for the fusion cuisine: in this lovely 

bistro, Japan and Mexico meet to give life to an 

awesome menu made of sushi and tacos, 

accompanied by an exceptional variety of 

cocktails.

Dao is the best Chinese restaurant in Rome (with 

influences from Hong Kong). Each dish is a 

masterpiece of taste, aesthetics and tradition. The 

menu consists of many pages and dozens of 

specialties, divided between dumplings, rice and 

noodles of different types, main courses of meat or 

fish. Open from lunch to dinner, a reservation is 

recommended. 

http://www.maharajah1.com/
https://www.facebook.com/coffeepotroma
http://www.daorestaurant.it/
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FOOD 

BAKERYS

Antico Forno Roscioli
Via dei Chiavari, 34

Area: Centro (bus 80)

Phone: 06 686 4045

For info click here

Angelo e Simonetta
Via Nomentana, 581

Area: Nomentano (bus 82, 83)

Phone: 06 8718 8853

Opening hours: 11:00 – 01:00 

Closed on Sunday morning

Pasticceria Boccione
Via del Portico D’Ottavia, 1

Area: Centro (tram 8, bus 80)

Phone: 06 687 8637

From Sunday to Thursday, 8:00 - 19:30;  

on Friday, 8:00 - 15:30

We like it because...
It is one of the historic food boutiques in Rome, 

where you can find at any time freshly baked pizzas 

and scent of apple pie. The recipes are handed 

down from generation to generation in the name of 

the best Roman tradition.

For some it is the best “pizza al taglio” (pizza by the 

slice) in Rome. For us, it is definitely fragrant, tasty 

and highly digestible. Here are the three pizzas not 

to miss: pumpkin cream, soft cheese, bacon and 

provolone (type of cheese); cream cheese and 

smoked bacon; spicy with garlic, olive oil and tiny 

tomatoes.

If you want to taste the best traditional cake with 

ricotta and sour cherries in Rome, head to the 

Jewish ghetto (and also take the opportunity for a 

walk in one of the most charming districts in the 

city) and get in line in front of this little bakery, 

universally-renowned for its delicacies.

http://www.anticofornoroscioli.it/
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FOOD 

COFFEE & APERITIF

Caffè Sant’Eustachio
Piazza di Sant'Eustachio, 82 

Area: Centro (bus 80)

Phone: 06 6880 2048

For info click here

Antico Caffè Greco
Via Condotti, 86

Area: Centro (metro A Spagna)

Phone: 06 6791 700

For info click here

Panella
Via Merulana, 54

Area: Esquilino (metro A Vittorio)

Phone: 06 487 2651

For info click here

We like it because...
Take the coffee in this bar is an experience to do at 

least once in your life. The espresso is served already 

sweetened with its sugary cream, but the 

bartenders prepare it hidden behind the counter to 

avoid giving away the secret of such deliciousness. 

An excellent bar, not to be missed, a few steps from 

the Senate.

It is an historic Café in Rome, founded in 1760. But it 

is also a museum: in its halls are exposed more than 

300 works, which make it the world’s biggest private 

art gallery open to the public.

This place is a Café, a pastry shop, a bakery of 

Jewish-Roman traditions with excellent 

confectionary products, but also a small market of 

high-quality delicacies, and a place where to enjoy 

a very good aperitif. Not for all budgets, but 

definitely an essential stop for all the food-lovers.

http://www.santeustachioilcaffe.it/
http://www.anticocaffegreco.eu/
http://www.panellaroma.com/aperitivo/
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FOOD SHOPPING

Castroni
Via Cola di Rienzo 196/198

Area: Prati (metro A Ottaviano)

Phone: 06 687 4383

For info click here

Franchi Gastronomia
Via Cola di Rienzo 200,204

Area: Prati (metro A Ottaviano)

Phone: 06 687 4651

For info click here

Eataly
Piazzale XII Ottobre 1492

Area: Ostiense (metro B Piramide)

Phone: 06 9027 9201

For info click here

We like it because...
Food and wine products from around the world, but 

also roasting, candies, spices, tea, honey and much 

more. Located in the shopping street of Prati, this is 

the right place to find rare delicacies and taste 

some great coffee.

Right beside Castroni, the Franchi shop offers 

gastronomy of the highest quality: you can buy 

cold cuts, Italian and French cheeses, international 

wines, pasta and sophisticated specialties from all 

over the world. Not to miss, at lunch, the dishes of 

the diner.

17,000 square meters dedicated to the greatest 

food “made in Italy”: thematic restaurants, fresh 

produce from selected producers throughout Italy 

and tastings of gastronomic delights. All in a huge 

pavilion recovered from the urbanistic disaster of 

the FIFA World Cup 1990 in Italy, and polished with 

elegance.

http://www.castroni.it/
http://www.franchi.it/index.php/servizi/gastronomia
http://www.eataly.net/it_it/negozi/roma/
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

Mercatini di Natale
Piazza Navona (Centro bus 40, 46, 64)

Auditorium

Viale Pietro de Coubertin 30 (bus 168)

Mercato Monti
Via Leonina 46

Area: Monti (metro B Cavour)

Open Saturday and Sunday, all day. 

For info click here

20mq Design
1. Via Flaminia, 314/C (bus 168)

2. Via Aldo Manuzio 66 (MB Piramide)

3. Piazzale della Radio, 71 (bus 170)

For info click here

We like it because...
There no better way to get into the Christmas spirit 

in Rome than going to the market of Piazza 

Navona: prettily lit decorations, Italian 

craftsmanship, gift ideas and many good delights 

to taste. It's worth a visit also the Auditorium Music 

Park: the Christmas village with market, ice-skating 

rink and marquee of the theater-circus. 

It is the realm of vintage, a must for hunters of trends 

and lovers of fashion and handicraft. Over forty 

exhibitors are selling their original creations, but 

there are also corners for used clothing and 

accessories.

It is a must-stop for fans of design. In Rome there are 

three locations (Flaminio, Testaccio and Marconi) 

where to find gift ideas like home accessories, small 

amenities and accessories made by Italian and 

foreign designers.

http://www.auditorium.com/eventi/ricerca?input=EV_5779404
http://www.auditorium.com/eventi/ricerca?input=EV_5779404
https://www.facebook.com/MercatoMonti?fref=ts
http://20mq.com/
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THEATRE AND EXHIBITIONS

Franco Fontana
Palazzo Incontro - Via dei Prefetti, 22

Area: Centro (metro A Spagna)

Average price: 8 €

Phone: 06 32810

Cartier-Bresson
Museo dell’Ara Pacis - Via di Ripetta

Area: Centro (metro A Spagna)

Average price: 11 €

Phone: 06 0608

Escher
Chiostro del Bramante 

Via Arco della Pace, 5

Area: Centro(bus 40, 46, 62, 64)

Average price: 13 €

Phone: 06 9165 08451

Last Minute Teatro
Piazza Fiume, in the underpass of the 

Minerva Library

Area: Salario (bus 63, 83, 92)

For info click here

We like it because...
It is the first major retrospective in Rome by Franco 

Fontana: 130 photographs with bright colors, 

exuding a magical atmosphere, that testify its long 

history as a worldwide-known photographer.

More than 500 drawings, sketches, paintings, 

photographs, films and documents of one of the 

greatest masters of the last century, exhibited in the 

fascinating museums of the Ara Pacis. 

On display over 150 works by the artist Maurits

Cornelis Escher, Dutch engraver who crosses visual 

perceptions and simultaneous worlds with his 

unique geometry. Make sure not to miss a coffee at 

the Bramante Cloister (first floor)! 

Definitely the most convenient way to go to the 

theater and cinema in Rome: the service offers up 

to 50% discounted tickets for the shows of the day. 

However, the tickets have to be paid and withdraw 

on site. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Last-Minute-Teatro/583310198395228?fref=ts
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NOT-TO-MISS
Lesser-known itineraries
The Churches and the Parks of the Caelian Hill

1. Basilica of San Clemente

Via Labicana, 95

This historic jewel is structured on three levels: upper basilica, lower basilica and 

underground Roman Mitreum temple, with splendid floor mosaics and Schola

Cantorum of the 12th century. In the left aisle is the wonderful chapel of St. Catherine 

of Alexandria, completely frescoed by Masolino da Panicale and Masaccio 

(although the official attribution is to Masolino, the similarities with the work of 

Masaccio’s style are very evident). To be found... is the inscription (dated around 1100 

AD) by San Clemente and Sisinnio, the first example of its kind in which the Italian 

vernacular appears used with artistic intent.

To access the underground: Weekdays, from 09:00 to 12:30 and from 15:00 to 18:00

Sundays and public holidays, from 12:00 to 18:00. Tickets: 5 €

2. Church of Santa Maria in Domnica

Via della Navicella, 10 (closed from 12:30 to 15:30)

A small church whose entrance faces the same square where is Villa Celimontana’s

entrance. Also called "the Navicella"(“small ship”, in Italian) for the small sculpture in 

the fountain in front of the entrance, but also for the return of the image of the ship as 

a metaphor of the Church in various places, especially in the indoor ceiling. The 

mosaic of early Christian is one of the most beautiful in Rome and it boasts an 

interesting perspective effect (definitely ahead of its time) of the depicted saints’ 

halos. To be discovered... the reason why Pope Paschal I, at the base of the mosaic, 

has a square around his face…
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NOT-TO-MISS

3. Augustinian Monastery of the Saints Quattro Coronati

Via dei Santi Quattro, 20

The tourists seem to be increasing a lot in this small corner of great artistic value. The 

real treasure is not even inside the beautiful Church, but is hidden in the small 

Oratorium of San Silvestro, located in the second courtyard on the right. To access it 

you have to ring the doorbell of the Sisters and make a small donation. The interior is 

entirely frescoed (dating back from the XIII century) and wonderfully preserved. The 

series of paintings depict the story of the Emperor Constantine, who was converted 

and relying on the care of Pope Sylvester I, entrusted to him the part of the city known 

as the Vatican, which became the site of the Papal States. In short, a pictorial 

propaganda of the so-called Donatio Constantini, acted, then found false, with which 

the Emperor was submitted to the Pope and gave him the Vatican City. To be 

discovered... What does Federico II has to do with all of that.

4. Chiesa di Santo Stefano Rotondo

Via di San Nicola da Tolentino, 13

Church of ancient foundation (V century), whose history of recovering starred 

personalities such as Rossellino and Leon Battista Alberti. It is made entirely of bare 

materials and has a original circular structure with three concentric circles: the first 

comprising atriums and courtyards open or covered. The second called the 

“ambulatory” surrounding a nucleus called “classroom”. This church is not particularly 

rich in works of art, but walking around the ambulatory gives a very mysterious and 

sublime feeling, sometimes spooky. To be found and admired... The Saints Primo and 

Feliciano in the field of flowers.
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NOT-TO-MISS

5. Villa Celimontana

Via della Navicella, 12

Ideal for relaxing walks, this Villa is still one of the freshest spots of Rome, because of the 

location and lush vegetation. To the left of the entrance is a beautiful terrace that 

exposes on the right enchanting gardens, recently arranged, with a remarkable variety 

of drums and shrubs. A very pleasant place for... Enjoying the lunch on the lawn!

Il quartiere Coppedè

1. Piazza Mincio and surrounding streets

An unmissable place for a stroll, between modernist buildings and villas with original 

decorations. The lovely Coppedè district is an amazing complex of buildings located 

near the neighborhood of Trieste. It was named in this way because of the architect 

who designed it, Gino Coppedè, between 1915 and 1920. It is made of eighteen 

palaces and twenty-seven monumental buildings arranged around the central core of 

Piazza Mincio. Not to be missed... the Fairy Cottage, the Palace of Ambassadors and 

the arch which leads to Piazza Mincio (with its gorgeous fountain).

And last but not least… The GUIDE BOOK par excellence!

Roma Low Cost. Guida anticrisi alla Capitale.

Written by Marialessandra Carro, Valeria Crescenzi, Francesca Martellini. 

Ed. BUR Rizzoli
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http://libreriarizzoli.corriere.it/Roma-low-cost.-Guida-anticrisi-alla-capitale/xM2sEWcW_wsAAAE8MJVcxdIt/pc?CatalogCategoryID=NdOsEWcW4UoAAAEpLXAfmqGA
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